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Abstract 

Two independent calculations suggest that, on average. about 20 - 25 
percent of the primary uranium endowment of granites in the conter
minous United States may have been lost. The methods of calculation 
and the data which they employ need refinement, but the implications 
for modelling radioactive granites as sources for uranium are signi
ficant. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It has been suggested [lJ that igneous zircons may se~ve as a 
useful indicator of original uranium magmatic endowment in their 
host rocks, especially in those geological situations in which uran
ium migration on a significant scale is under consideration. This 
suggestion was based on extensive field and laboratory studies of 
the stability of uranium and thorium in zircon under a variety of 
chemical attacks. Silver, Woodhead and Williams [2J suggested that 
despite the many complex factors which enter into the distribution 
of uranium between melts and zircons crystallizing in them, the 
observed ratio of average uranium in the total zircon population to 
uranium in the bulk rock, may be useful as a rough indicator of 
whether this is the original ratio. For a large number of samples 
of calcic, calcalkaline and some alkali-calcic rocks, where studies 
of zircon ages and bulk-rock U-Th-Pb isotope systematics on the same 
samples indicate the rocks to have been closed systems, they report 
that the observed ratio U(zircon) : U(bulk rock) • 150 ± SO, noting 
that this empirical ratio clearly is not a distribution coefficient. 
When observed ratios depart widely from this range (i.e. outside the 
100-200 range), it was observed by them that isotopic evidence for 
post-crystallization open s1stem behavior in the bulk rock sample 
uranium systems commonly is ound. 

Stuckless and VanTrump [3,4J recently have provided interesting 
summaries of compilations of uranium and thorium concentrations for 
granitic rocks of the contiguous United States and of uranium content 
in zircons in igneous rocks of the same region. These summaries 
are not drawn from precisely the same sample suites, although a 
sampling overlap probably exists. Both sets of samples display ap
proximations of log normal distribution characteristics. Compara
tive use- requires the assumptions that each sample suite adequately 
represents the population to which it is attributed. These papers 
should be examined for the authors' reviews of the limitations of 
the samplings. 

TREATMENT OF DATA 

In Table I, data is combined from the two papers of Stuckless 
and VanTrump with some earlier rock uranium data [SJ. Uranium and 
thorium values, and the Th/U ratio for "granitic rocks", representing 
about 2500 samples with Si02 generally > 60%, are listed. Uranium 
concentrations for "all zircons"; "all granitic" zircons (granite to 
granodiorite, syenite and monzonite), and "granite" zircons attribu
ted to petrographic granites, are given. In addition for each mean 
value of concentration, a value of the ~ plus ~ sigma and of 
the~ minus~ sigma is quoted from their analyses. 

The ratio U(zircon)/U(bulk rock) is calculated for "all granitic 
zircons" compared to the general rock population "granitic rocks". 
Uranium in "granite" zircons is compared to the uranium 11alue for 
"granites" (SiO2 > 70%) from Rogers and Adams [SJ. In addition, 
the ~ plus . one sigma a~d ~ minus ~ sigma z~rcon uranium 
values are ratioed, respectively to the~ plus~ sigma and~ 
minus~ s~gma values for the granitic rock uranium concentrations. 
The population "all zircons" includes volcanic igneous zircons whose 
subset is not represented in the bulk rock sample population, and 
therefore no zircon : rock uranium ratio is calculated. It appears 
preferrable to use the more restricted comparison of uranium in "all 
granitic" zircons to uranium in "granitic rocks" which includes rocks 
with Si02 > 60%. The zircon category is apparently derived from a 
similar compositional range of rocks. 

DISCUSSION 

It can be seen that the zircon : rock uranium mean ratio is 213 
and the ~ plus ~ sigma and ~ minus ~ sigma ratios are 229 



and 210, respectively. These values fall slightly outside the 150 ± 50 
range indicated for most closed systems. A similar value of 199 can 
also be obtained from a ratio calculation utilizing Stuckless and 
VanTrump's uranium value for •granite• zircons and the value U = 4.0 
ppm for Rogers and Adams average •granites•. These several ratios do 
not represent the wide departures from 150 ± 50 which Silver et al 
(21 consider as noteworthy anomalies, and which would justify addi
tional consideration and perhaps further investigation. We have 
examined a considerable number of rocks with values in excess of 300 
and even 500, all of which are from clearly open systems. A reason
able conclusion from these comparisons is that, on average, most 
felsic and intermediate plutonic zircons and their host rocks in the 
United States tend to have uranium ratios close to the range suggested 
for closed systems by Silver and colleagues. Given the nature of the 
sampling, the statistics and the assumptions used in combining sample 
data from apparently uncorrelated sample populations from the two 
papers, the differences may seem small and near reasonable agreement. 

EVIDENCF. FOR POSSIBLE OPEN SYSTEM BEHAVIOR 

However, the direction of deviation toward higher values pro
vides an interesting basis for a speculative discussion of possible 
open system behavior of uranium for the populations of samples in 
the different compilations. 

If U(zircon)/U(rock) • 150, the approximate mean value observed 
for several large classes of closed rock systems, is generally appli
cable, then the values of 199 to 213 calculated for Table I raise the 
possibility of average losses of 25 or 30% of the original uranium 
from granitic rocks in the United States. Obvionsly, those losses 
would be the integration of small to very large losses in an indeter
minate fraction of the sample population. Further, if one examines 
the zircon : rock uranium ratios calculated from •all granitic• zir
cons and •granitic rocks• using the additional ranges derived from 
the~ plus one sig~a an~~ minus~ sigma, the ratio increases 
distinctly to °""'i29 with increased observed uranium and decreases 
slightly to 210 with lower observed uranium. This is consistent with 
the observations by Silver and colleagues (2, 6, 7] and more recently 
by other workers, of the importance and potential vulnerability of 
very radioactive granites containing uranium-stoichiometric trace 
mineral assemblages. 

The possibilities of such losses was raised by Stuckless and Van
Trump on the basis of the higher mean granitic Th/U ratio compared to 
generally cited values for the crust. Indeed, an ineependent test of 
the direction and magnitude of the speculative uranium loss may be 
developed independently from the average Th/U ratio assuming no Th 
mobility. Evidence for the comparative immobility of Th in bulk-rock 
systems has been reported by several investigators and can be seen 
in Table III of (2). 

Isotopic arguments of several kinds based upon modern samples of 
integrated lead isotope evolutionary systems representing different 
continental crustal materials (sedimentary, gfani tijj and volcanic) 
indicate that for average crustal materials 32Th/ 8u lies in the 
range 3.6 - 4.0 (8,9,10). Adopting an intermediate Th/U value of 
3.8 ± 0.2 as the primary crustal value, the mean Th/U ratio of 4.73 
reported by Stuckless and VanTrump is compatible with an average 
granite uranium loss of 20 ± 5 percent, very close to that deduced 
from the zircon : rock uranium indicator. Indeed, this would imply 
that the average primary zircon : rock uranium ratio is ~165. The 
Th/U ratio of 4.5 from Rogers and Adams also is consistent with this 
interpretation. 

At this point it should be re-emphasized that the deviations on 
which these loss calculations are based fall within the envelopes of 
statistical uncertainty of the numbers for zircon: rock uranium ratio 



and mean rock Th/U ratio which have been compared here. The apparent 
consisteri•cy 6f the two independent calculations and the potential 
implications for the prevalence and magnitude of uranium lability in 
a large segment of continental crust only point up the importance of 
confirming the validity and refining the values of the independent 
reference numbers used in this discussion. 

For example, these discussions suggest an average original pri
mary granite uranium value of ~4.6 ppm in the United States. Assum
ing this value applies to a depth of 100 m only, in crystalline base
ment which is 80 percent granite, one calculates a cumulative loss on 
the order of 1olO tonnes of uranium. This loss could have accumulated 
over the mean age of the U.S. crust, perhaps 109 years, and could 
represent an annual average loss rate of about 10 tonnes per year, 
for the United States, a reasonable figure for any one of several 
possible loss mechanisms. Since all U.S. uranium ore resource esti
mates fall between 106 and 107 tonnes, granites seem to have been 
capable sources for ore deposits. The implication of preferentially 
greater loss from more radioactive granites adds emphasis to their 
importance for consideration in genetic models for uranium ore genesis. 
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Table I. A Com£arison of Mean Uranium and Thorium in Granitic Rocks of the u.s. 

With Mean Uranium in Granitic Zircons of the U.S. 

(All data from Stuckless and VanTrump (3,4) except as noted in brackets) 

SAMPLE SUITE SAMPLE SIZE URANIUM p2tm) THORIUM i Erm) ~h/U U~zircon):U(rockl 
Mean (+la-la) Mean (+la-la) ean Mean (+Ia) (-1 a 

ROCKS 
•Granitic Rocks• ~2500 3 .54 8.12 1.54 16.76 39.23 7.16 4. 73 
sio2 > 60% 

•Granites•[ J l 4. o l l18. O I l 4. s I 
SiO2 > 70% 

IGNEOUS ZIRCONS 
"All Zircons• 963 636 1568 257 

•All Granitic Zircons• 677 754 1867 323 -- -- 213 229 210 
Granite to monzonite 

•Granite• Zircons 39(, 795 1988 318 -- -- {199) 

( I Data from Rogers and Adams {SJ. 
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